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Abstract

Differences of surface elevation in arctic polygonal landforms cause spatial variation in soil water contents (θ), active layer depths (ALD), and thereby in CO₂ and CH₄ exchange. Here we test hypotheses in ecosys for topographic controls on CO₂ and CH₄ exchange in trough, rim, and center features of low- and flat-centered polygons (LCP and FCP) against chamber and eddy covariance (EC) measurements during 2013 at Barrow, Alaska. Larger CO₂ influxes and CH₄ effluxes were measured with chambers and modeled with ecosys in LCPs than in FCPs and in lower features (troughs) than in higher (rims) within LCPs and FCPs. Spatially aggregated CO₂ and CH₄ fluxes from ecosys were significantly correlated with EC flux measurements. Lower features were modeled as C sinks (52–56 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹) and CH₄ sources (4–6 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹), and higher features as near C neutral (−2–15 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹) and CH₄ neutral (0.0–0.1 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹). Much of the spatial and temporal variations in CO₂ and CH₄ fluxes were modeled from topographic effects on water and snow movement and thereby on θ, ALD, and soil O₂ concentrations. Model results forced with meteorological data from 1981 to 2015 indicated increasing net primary productivity in higher features and CH₄ emissions in some lower and higher features since 2008, attributed mostly to recent rises in precipitation. Small-scale variation in surface elevation causes large spatial variation of greenhouse gas (GHG) exchanges and therefore should be considered in estimates of GHG exchange in polygonal landscapes.

1. Introduction

Coastal arctic landscapes are characterized by small-scale spatial variation in surface elevations of features (troughs, rims, and centers) in polygonal landforms underlain by shallow water tables that form within shallow active layers over impermeable permafrost. This variation in surface elevation may cause large variation in soil water contents (θ) at small spatial scales due to topographic effects on water and snow movement.

Spatial variation in θ may cause spatial variation in biogeochemical processes, plant functional types (PFTs), and productivities, and hence in ecosystem carbon storage (Wainwright et al., 2015; Zona et al., 2011) and in CO₂ and CH₄ exchanges with the atmosphere (Vaughn et al., 2016). More rapid CO₂ emissions have been recorded from higher rims than from lower troughs and centers, likely because lower water tables improved aeration in higher landform features (Olivas et al., 2011; Zona et al., 2011). Consequently, lower lying features in arctic tundra may be CO₂ sinks while more elevated features may be CO₂ sources due to greater ecosystem respiration (Rₑ) and smaller gross primary productivity (GPP) in drier soils (Sjögersten et al., 2006).

More rapid CH₄ emissions have been recorded from troughs and centers than from rims of polygonal landforms (Vaughn et al., 2016), indicating poorer aeration in lower features with greater active layer depth (ALD) and smaller water table depth (Zona et al., 2009). These emissions may vary by up to 2–3 orders of magnitude among different features within these landforms (Morrissey & Livingston, 1992).

The small-scale variation in greenhouse gas (GHG) exchanges within tundra landforms under a common climate may exceed large-scale variation in GHG exchange among different tundra ecosystems under different climates (Sommerkorn, 2008). Therefore, it is important to represent relationships between landscape hydrology and GHG exchanges in ecosystem models used to study climate change impacts on permafrost-affected ecosystems, as impacts on GHG exchange will be mediated by those on tundra...
If this spatial variation is to be modeled mechanistically, relationships between hydrology and GHG exchanges must be modeled from the three-dimensional coupling of physical processes driving the transport and transformation of heat, water, solutes, and gases, including \( \text{O}_2 \), \( \text{CO}_2 \), and \( \text{CH}_4 \), with biological processes driving the oxidation-reduction reactions by which these solutes and gases are transformed in permafrost-affected soils. This coupling has been described in the terrestrial ecosystem model ecosys and tested against topographically driven variation in GHG exchange in arctic, boreal, temperate, and tropical wetlands (Dimitrov et al., 2011, 2014; Grant et al., 2012, 2015; Grant & Roulet, 2002; Mezbahuddin et al., 2014). In the accompanying paper (Grant et al., 2017), we tested hypotheses that topographic effects on water and snow movement determine spatial variation in \( \theta \) and ALD through their effects on thermal conductivity among landform features (troughs, rims, and centers) of different polygonal landforms in a coastal arctic tundra. Here we test hypotheses that spatial variation in \( \theta \) and ALD can explain that in CO\(_2\) exchange and CH\(_4\) emissions through effects of \( \theta \) on soil aqueous O\(_2\) concentrations ([O\(_2\)\(_s\)]) and water potentials (\( \psi_s \)) among these same features.

In this paper we test and apply the model in low- and flat-centered polygonal landforms (LCP and FCP) at the Next-Generation Ecosystem Experiment (NGEE-Arctic; http://ngee-arctic.ornl.gov/) site in Barrow, AK, where observations of soil hydrological and thermal conditions, surface gas and energy exchanges, and plant productivity are available. This testing was intended to contribute toward a key objective of NEE Arctic: to advance a robust predictive understanding of Earth’s climate and environmental systems by delivering a process-rich ecosystem model, extending from bedrock to the top of the vegetative canopy/atmospheric interface, in which the evolution of Arctic ecosystems in a changing climate can be modeled.

2. Field Experiment

2.1. Site Description

The Barrow Experimental Observatory (BEO) is located ~6 km east of Barrow, AK (71.3°N, 156.5°W), at the northern tip of Alaska’s Arctic coastal plain. Barrow has a maritime climate characterized by long, dry winters and short, moist, cool summers, with a mean annual air temperature of \(-12^\circ\text{C}\) and mean annual precipitation of 106 mm. Continuous ice-rich permafrost extends to \(>400\) m depth, overlain by a shallow active layer whose depth varies spatially and temporally from approximately 20 to 60 cm (Shiklomanov et al., 2010). The BEO is more fully described in Dafflon et al. (2016, 2017), Vaughn et al. (2016), and Wainwright et al. (2015).

2.2. Site Measurements

Feature-scale CO\(_2\) and CH\(_4\) fluxes were measured with transparent and opaque surface chambers in troughs, rims, and centers of different polygons including LCPs and FCPs on several dates during 2013 by Torn (2016). Landscape-scale CO\(_2\) and CH\(_4\) fluxes were measured with eddy covariance (EC) over a fetch area that consisted mostly of LCPs and FCPs during 2013 by Torn et al. (2016). Uncertainties in EC CO\(_2\) flux measurements were calculated according to Billesbach (2011). Further information about measurement protocols is posted in the NGEE Arctic archives (http://ngee-arctic.ornl.gov/).

3. Model Experiment

3.1. Model Description

Key model equations and their parameterizations used to test the hypotheses in this study are described in Appendices A through H in the supporting information to this article (Table 1). These equations are cited with regard to key model processes in section 4. Reference to these equations in the supporting information is intended to provide insight into model behavior but is not required to understand model results. Of particular relevance to this study are equations for kinetics of microbial oxidation-reduction reactions driving heterotrophic respiration (\( R_h \)) in Appendix A: Microbial C, N, and P Transformations, and those driving CH\(_4\) production and consumption in Appendix G: CH\(_4\) Production and Consumption. All reactants and products of these transformations are coupled to algorithms for vertical and lateral convective-diffusive transfer in gaseous and aqueous phases in Appendix D: Soil Water, Heat, Gas and Solute Fluxes. Hydraulic processes driving
soil-plant-atmosphere water transfer using coupled algorithms for hydraulically driven root water uptake with energy-driven canopy transpiration are presented in Appendix B: Soil–Plant Water Relations. Biological processes driving primary productivity and plant growth are given in Appendix C: Gross Primary Productivity, Autotrophic Respiration, Growth and Litterfall. These processes are further described in earlier modeling of CO₂ and CH₄ fluxes in tropical (Mezbahuddin et al., 2014), temperate (Dimitrov et al., 2011; Grant et al., 2012), boreal (Dimitrov et al., 2014; Grant & Roulet, 2002), and arctic (Grant et al., 2015) wetlands. All parameters in these algorithms are unchanged from those in these earlier studies.

3.2. Model Runs

We defined the ecosys computational domains from the polygon classification scheme of Wainwright et al. (2015), in which polygons of 5–20 m at BEO were resolved into different types based on surface elevations. The LCP landform was represented as a center 6 m in width and length, surrounded by a rim 1 m in width and 0.2 m in height above the center, which was surrounded in turn by a trough 1 m in width and 0.2 m in depth below the rim (Grant et al., 2017, Figure 1a). The trough and the center were connected through a 1 m breach in the rim, based on the observation of Dafflon et al. (2017) that LCP ridges are variable in height. The FCP landform was represented by features with the same dimensions, but the center was level with the rim (Grant et al., 2017, Figure 1b). The landform surfaces were thus 36% centers, 28% rims, and 36% troughs, similar to those derived from a high-resolution digital elevation model by Kumar et al. (2016). Other landforms such as high-centered polygons (HCP) were not represented at this stage of model testing, based on the findings of Wainwright et al. (2015) that 47% of the BEO landscape is occupied by FCPs, and most of the remainder by LCPs.

Soil profiles representing the key properties of the centers, rims, and troughs used in ecosys are given in Grant et al. (2017, Table 2). Measurements of these properties indicated greater variation within than among features with no consistent topographic effects on soil horizonation (Kumar et al., 2016). Therefore, soil properties in each feature were assumed to be the same at any depth relative to its surface so that differences in modeled hydrological and thermal conditions among features could be attributed solely to microtopographic effects.

Each grid cell in the modeled LCP and FCP was initialized with the same populations of sedge (200 m⁻²) and moss (10⁴ m⁻²) (Grant et al., 2015) in the model year 1980. Both model polygons were run from 1980 to 2015 using gap-filled 1/2-hourly meteorological data (shortwave and longwave radiations, air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and precipitation) from 1 January 1981 to 15 June 2013 derived by Xu and Yuan (2016) from the Barrow, AK, station of NOAA/Earth System Laboratory, Global Monitoring Division (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/obop/brw/), and NOAA’s National Climate Data Center, and then using 1-hourly meteorological data recorded from 16 June 2013 to 31 December 2015 at BEO by Hinzman et al. (2016).

To check that equilibrium conditions were achieved during the model runs, another run was conducted for the LCP and FCP under repeating 1987 weather with mean annual temperature (MAT) and total precipitation (−12.6°C and 128 mm) that closely approximated long-term averages at Barrow. Equilibrium was indicated by nearly unchanging model output (e.g., fluxes change by <1% per year) during successive years under annually repeating weather, allowing variation in model output from the production model runs to be attributed to variation in the 1981–2015 weather sequence. This equilibrium was achieved by 5 years after initialization.
During the model runs, variation in $\theta$ and ALD caused by topographic effects on snow and water movement (Grant et al., 2017) caused variation in gaseous and aqueous diffusivity (D17 and D20) and transfer (D16 and D19) that caused variation in solute and gas concentrations among features with different elevations. Variation in solute and gas concentrations caused variation in rates and energy yields of oxidation-reduction reactions conducted by different microbial and plant populations, including heterotrophic aerobes (bacteria and fungi (A11–A25) and facultative anaerobes (denitrifiers (H6–H10)) and obligate anaerobes (fermenters (G1–G6), acetotrophic methanogens (G7–G11), and nonsymbiotic diazotrophs (H3–H5)), autotrophic aerobes (nitrifiers (H11–H21) and methanotrophs (G18–G27)), anaerobes (hydrogenotrophic methanogens (G12–G17)), and roots and mycorrhizae (C13–C17), by which these solutes and gases were oxidized or reduced. Variations in rates and energy yields of these reactions were hypothesized to cause variation in soil CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ fluxes, as well as in ecosystem productivity, that would be consistent with those measured.

### 3.3. Model Tests

CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ fluxes modeled over troughs, centers, and rims in the LCP and FCP were tested against those measured with transparent flux chambers by Torn (2016) on six dates during 2013. Modeled fluxes were aggregated over all features in both the LCP and FCP and tested against EC measurements of CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ fluxes at BEO during 2013 by Torn et al. (2016). Chamber and EC fluxes were acquired from the NGEE Arctic archives (http://ngee-arctic.ornl.gov/). These tests were conducted by evaluating intercepts ($a$), slopes ($b$), correlations ($R^2$), and root-mean-square for differences (RMSD) from regressions of measured on modeled fluxes, representing variation in measured values not explained by the regression. A successful test would be indicated by values of $a$ near zero, $b$ near one, $R^2$ greater than that at $p = 0.001$, and RMSD similar to root-mean-square for error (RMSE) in measured values caused by measurement uncertainty, indicating that agreement between modeled and measured values was limited by uncertainty in measured values.

CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ fluxes modeled in troughs, rims, and centers of the LCP and FCP were also compared against measurements with opaque flux chambers by Torn (2016) on six dates during 2013. Biomass and LAI of sedge modeled on 3 August 2012 were compared with those measured on the same date for vascular species in troughs, rims, and centers of the LCP and FCP.

### 4. Results and Discussion

#### 4.1. Spatial Variation in Soil CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ Fluxes Among Features Within Polygon Landforms

Surface gas exchange in rims, centers, and troughs was affected by spatial variation in modeled and measured $\theta$ caused by vertical and lateral water movement driven by elevation differences within LCP and FCP landforms (Grant et al., 2017, Figure 3). The modeled effects of $\theta$ on surface gas fluxes and [O$_2$] were examined during wetting and drying cycles in the LCP during July and August 2013 (Figure 1). Surface runoff and drainage following limited rainfall in early-mid July (before day of year (DOY) 207 in Figure 1a) allowed sufficient air-filled porosity ($\theta_a$) to maintain relatively rapid O$_2$ influxes and CO$_2$ effluxes in all features (Figure 1b). However, following heavier rainfall on DOY 208, greater declines in $\theta_a$ and hence in O$_2$ influxes and CO$_2$ effluxes were modeled in poorly drained centers and troughs than in better drained rims (Figure 1b). Further rainfall on DOY 215 and 221 sharply reduced $\theta_a$ and hence gas fluxes in rims to rise after DOY 228 while $\theta_a$ and hence gas fluxes remained small in troughs and centers (Figure 1b). Large atmospheric O$_2$ concentrations caused convective effects on gaseous O$_2$ influxes to be modeled with larger changes in $\theta_a$ during wetting from precipitation and drying from evapotranspiration, causing short-term temporal variation in O$_2$ influxes.

[Figure 1. (a) Precipitation, (b) soil CO$_2$ and O$_2$ fluxes, (c) aqueous O$_2$ concentrations at 5 cm below the soil surface, and (d) CH$_4$ fluxes modeled at centers, rims, and troughs in a low-centered polygon at BEO from late July to mid-August 2013. In Figures 1b and 1d, positive values indicate O$_2$ influxes, while negative values indicate CO$_2$ or CH$_4$ effluxes.]
More rapid O₂ influxes allowed greater [O₂] to be maintained in all features before the onset of heavier rains on DOY 208 (Figure 1c). Thereafter [O₂] modeled in troughs and centers declined with soil wetting, while those in rims remained near equilibrium with atmospheric concentrations. Declining [O₂] drove more rapid CH₄ emissions modeled in troughs and centers while greater [O₂] suppressed CH₄ emissions modeled in rims (Figure 1d).

### 4.2. Modeling Spatial Variation in Soil CO₂ and CH₄ Fluxes

Topographic effects on CO₂ emissions were modeled in ecosys through topographic effects of θ, on gaseous convective-diffusive transfer (D16 and D17) and gaseous–aqueous dissolution (D14). These effects controlled [O₂] and thereby aerobic and anaerobic Rh. In higher features with drier soils and larger θ, more rapid O₂ transfers (A17) (Figure 1b) caused greater [O₂] (Figure 1c) and hence more rapid CO₂ emissions in higher than in lower features (Figure 1b) as observed experimentally by Zona et al. (2011).

In lower features with wetter soils and smaller θ, slower transfer of O₂ (Figure 1b) caused declines in [O₂] (Figure 1c) and hence slower DOC uptake by aerobic heterotrophs, reducing competition for DOC uptake with fermenters not dependent on O₂ (G1). Consequent hastening of fermenter DOC uptake (G3) and hence Rh (G14) drove more rapid fermenter growth (G6). However, growth of fermenters under low [O₂] was slower than that of aerobic heterotrophs under high [O₂], because energy yield from reduction of DOC by fermenters was smaller than that from reduction of O₂ by aerobes (G4), causing slower CO₂ emission (Figure 1b).

In lower features, more rapid fermenter growth caused more rapid generation of fermentation products acetate and H₂ (G2) and hence more rapid acetotrophic and hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis (G7, G12), while lower [O₂] slowed methanotrophy (G18), thereby increasing CH₄ emissions (Figure 1d).

#### 4.3. Spatial Variation in Ecosystem CO₂ and CH₄ Fluxes Among Features Within Polygon Landforms

Regressions of CO₂ fluxes measured by transparent flux chambers on CO₂ fluxes modeled at times corresponding to those of the measurements indicated that the model simulated most of the spatial and temporal variations in CO₂ influxes measured over all features in both the LCP and the FCP ($R^2 = 0.7–0.9$ in Table 2) although with some bias ($a < 0, b > 1$). This bias was caused by accurately estimating larger influxes measured in the middle of the growing season (Figures 2b...
Greater CH₄ effluxes were measured and modeled in LCP troughs and centers than in rims (Figure 2d). Smaller CH₄ effluxes were measured and modeled in the FCP than in the LCP (Figure 2e), particularly in FCP rims and centers, which were drier than those in the LCP (Grant et al., 2017, Figure 3). CH₄ effluxes measured and modeled for all features in the FCP remained similar to those in the LCP (Figure 2c versus Figure 2b).

In general, greater CO₂ influxes and smaller CH₄ effluxes were modeled in lower versus higher features in both landforms from late July to mid-August. During this period with long daylengths, modeled and measured CO₂ exchange indicated that lower features were large C sinks (net ecosystem productivity (NEP) greater than zero) while higher features were much smaller C sinks (NEP closer to zero). Greater CH₄ effluxes were measured and modeled in LCP troughs and centers than in rims (Figure 2d). Smaller CH₄ effluxes were measured and modeled in the FCP than in the LCP (Figure 2e), particularly in FCP rims and centers, which were drier than those in the LCP (Grant et al., 2017, Figure 3).

CO₂ influxes and CH₄ effluxes measured and modeled in both LCP and FCP were smaller with lower T₀ and radiation from late August to early September (Figure 3) than those measured and modeled from late July to mid-August (Figure 2). CO₂ effluxes measured and modeled during this later period were similar to those earlier. Consequently, lower features in both landforms were only small net C sinks while higher features were net C sources (NEP less than zero) during this period with shorter daylengths. (Figures 3b and 3c). Spatial variation in CO₂ influxes and CH₄ effluxes measured and modeled among features in the LCP and FCP (Figures 3d and 3e) were similar to that earlier in the year, with larger values in lower features than in higher.

### 4.4. Modeling Spatial Variation in Ecosystem CO₂ and CH₄ Fluxes

Topographic effects on CO₂ influxes and effluxes were modeled in ecosys through topographic effects on nutrient availability from surface inputs and soil mineralization. Snow and surface water redistribution from higher to lower features (Grant et al., 2017, Figure 7) transported mineral N in snowpack meltwater and surface runoff from higher to lower features. Wetter soils with deeper snowpacks modeled in lower features caused greater net mineralization by aerobic and anaerobic heterotrophs (A26) than in higher features due to more persistent active layers and warmer soil during autumns and winters (Grant et al., 2017, Figure 6). Greater N transfers and mineralization in lower features contributed to greater root N uptake (C23) and
4.5. Seasonal Variation in CO₂ and CH₄ Fluxes Aggregated Over a Polygon Landscape

Modeled CO₂ and CH₄ fluxes aggregated across all features within LCP and FCP landforms were compared with those measured by EC (Figures 4 and 5). Regressions of hourly averaged CO₂ and CH₄ fluxes measured by EC on those modeled over area-weighted LCP and FCP landforms gave intercepts near zero, slopes close to one, and RMSE that was comparable to RMSE (Table 3), indicating no apparent bias in modeled values. The correlation coefficient from the CO₂ regression was smaller than those from earlier model tests in nonpolygonal arctic wetlands (e.g., 0.7–0.8 in Grant et al., 2015), suggesting that spatial variation in fluxes from different polygons within the EC fetch area (e.g., Figures 2 and 3) may have caused some of the variation in EC measurements.

Landscape CO₂ fluxes measured and modeled during 2013 varied seasonally with Ta and radiation. CO₂ influxes and effluxes modeled under peak Ta and radiation in middle to late July (Figure 4a) rose with warming from DOY 209 to 214 and then declined with cooling from DOY 214 to 218 (Figures 4a and 4b). The decline with cooling was also apparent in the measured fluxes, but the confidence with which modeled and measured fluxes could be compared was limited by uncertainty in measured values. However, large influxes measured on some cooler days (e.g., DOY 210) were not simulated by the model. CO₂ influxes modeled over the LCP were slightly larger than those over the FCP (Figure 4b) due to larger influxes modeled in LCP features (Figures 2b and 2c).

Modeled CH₄ effluxes also rose with warming from DOY 209 to 214 and then declined slightly with cooling from DOY 214 to 218 (Figure 4c), although no trends were apparent in measured effluxes. Effluxes modeled over the LCP were larger than those over the FCP due to larger effluxes modeled in LCP features (Figures 2d and 2e). Differences between effluxes modeled in the LCP and FCP accounted for most of the range in effluxes measured by EC over the polygonal landscape.

Modeled and measured CO₂ and CH₄ fluxes were also compared during late August under lower Ta and radiation (Figure 5a). Modeled CO₂ influxes and effluxes declined gradually with cooling from DOY 240 to 246 (Figure 5b). Measured fluxes followed a similar trend, although the confidence with which modeled and measured values could be compared continued to be limited by uncertainty in measured values. CO₂ influxes modeled and measured over the polygonal landscape during late August were smaller than those during late July (Figure 5b versus Figure 4b) when both Ta and radiation were greater (Figure 5a versus Figure 4a), as were CO₂ influxes modeled at troughs, rims, and centers within the landscape (Figures 3b and 3c versus Figures 2b and 2c). However, CO₂ effluxes modeled and measured during late August remained similar to those during late July, as did those at troughs, rims, and centers within the landscape, because late-season declines in soil temperatures (Tₛ) driving Rₛ and below-ground Rₛ root to shoot N transfer (Cₛ) to sustain greater canopy CO₂ fixation (C₁–C₁₂) (Figures 2b and 2c and 3b and 3c). These model results were consistent with observations at BEO by Wainwright et al. (2015) that CO₂ fluxes were greatest in troughs of all polygon types.
lagged those in Ta, which drove canopy temperature \( T_c \) and hence GPP, indicating a substantial decline in landscape NEP during August.

Modeled CH4 effluxes also declined slightly with cooling from DOY 240 to 246, although scatter in the EC effluxes did not allow a decline to be inferred from measured values (Figure 5c). However, CH4 effluxes modeled and measured from the polygonal landscape during late August remained similar to those during late July (Figure 5c versus Figure 4c) as did CO2 effluxes. Differences between effluxes modeled in the LCP and FCP continued to account for most of the range in effluxes measured by EC over the polygonal landscape.

4.6. Spatial Variation in Annual CO2 and CH4 Exchange Among Features Within Polygon Landforms

Annual aggregations of CO2 and CH4 fluxes modeled in each feature during 2013 indicated that annual GPP and NPP in lower features (LCP troughs and centers and FCP troughs) were greater than those in higher features (LCP rims and FCP rims and centers) (Table 4). Greater annual NPP in lower features was indicated by greater CO2 fluxes modeled and measured in troughs than in rims (section 4.3; Figures 2b and 2c and 3b and 3c). Annual \( R_h \) was smaller in lower features than in higher (Table 4) because \( R_h \) modeled during the growing season was reduced in wetter soils with lower \([O_2]_s\) (Figure 1 and Table 4). Annual \( R_h \) was therefore smaller relative to NPP in lower features than in higher, as indicated by CO2 effluxes that were smaller relative to CO2 fluxes in troughs than in rims (Figures 2b and 2c and 3b and 3c). Consequently, annual NEP of lower features was greater than that of higher features. Greater annual CH4 emissions were modeled

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flux</th>
<th>( \alpha^a )</th>
<th>( \beta^a )</th>
<th>( R^2 )</th>
<th>RMSD(^b)</th>
<th>RMSE(^c)</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.46(^*)</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.51(^*)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>not determined</td>
<td>856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}Y = \alpha + \beta X\) from regression of measured Y on simulated X. \(^{b}\)RMSD from regression of measured Y on simulated X. \(^{c}\)RMSE estimated from EC measurements by Billesbach (2011).

\(^{*}\)Significant at \( p < 0.001.\)

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Trough</th>
<th>Rim</th>
<th>Center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sedge</td>
<td>Moss</td>
<td>Sedge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPP</td>
<td>133 ± 10</td>
<td>154 ± 6</td>
<td>53 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_d )</td>
<td>−60 ± 4</td>
<td>−66 ± 3</td>
<td>−23 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPP</td>
<td>73 ± 6</td>
<td>88 ± 3</td>
<td>30 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_h )</td>
<td>−103 ± 4</td>
<td>−132 ± 4</td>
<td>−108 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH4</td>
<td>−4.4 ± 1.1</td>
<td>−0.1 ± 0.06</td>
<td>−5.7 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( NEP^a )</td>
<td>54 ± 8</td>
<td>15 ± 4</td>
<td>52 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPP</td>
<td>128 ± 26</td>
<td>188 ± 29</td>
<td>68 ± 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_d )</td>
<td>−56 ± 12</td>
<td>−85 ± 14</td>
<td>−30 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPP</td>
<td>72 ± 14</td>
<td>103 ± 15</td>
<td>39 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_h )</td>
<td>−115 ± 4</td>
<td>−151 ± 1</td>
<td>−147 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH4</td>
<td>−3.8 ± 0.9</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( NEP^b )</td>
<td>56 ± 6</td>
<td>−2 ± 1</td>
<td>4 ± 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Positive values represent downward fluxes, while negative values represent upward fluxes. \(^{a}\)1 January to 15 May, 1 September to 31 December. \(^{b}\)Modeled NEP also includes effluxes of DOC and DIC and changes in stocks of soil DIC not shown here. \(^{c}\)16 May to 31 August.
in lower features than in higher (Table 4), particularly in the LCP, consistent with greater CH4 fluxes measured and modeled during the growing season (Figures 2d and 2e and 3d and 3e).

Feature elevation also affected the distribution of PFTs in the model. GPP and NPP modeled in higher features were dominated by moss while those in lower were more evenly partitioned between sedge and moss (Table 4). Greater sedge NPP modeled in lower features caused aboveground biomass and LAI of sedge to be larger than those modeled in higher features (Table 5). Aboveground biomass and LAI of sedge measured in lower features were also larger than those in higher, particularly in the FCP (Table 5). However, biomass of sedge modeled in LCP centers was similar to those in LCP troughs, while those measured were smaller, consistent with CO2 influxes modeled in the LCP center that were greater than those measured during the growing season (Figures 2b and 3b).

### 4.7. Modeling Spatial Variation in Annual CO2 and CH4 Exchange

Modeled topographic effects on water, [O2s], and nutrient availability affected annual CO2 exchange and CH4 emissions by altering growth of sedge versus moss PFTs (Table 4). In lower features, periods with standing surface water occurred when water inputs from later and more rapid melt of deeper snowpacks in spring (Grant et al., 2017, Figure 7), and from precipitation events during summer, exceeded runoff and drainage (D1). During these periods, low [O2s] adversely affected near-surface nutrient uptake and hence CO2 fixation by moss but not by sedge, which maintained root R0 and hence nutrient uptake by direct transfer of atmospheric O2 into porous roots (D14b and D16d). This transfer conferred a competitive advantage on sedge during these periods that enabled greater sedge productivity and growth in lower features (Tables 4 and 5). In higher features with earlier and slower melt from shallower snowpacks and with more rapid runoff and drainage of surface water, standing water and hence low [O2s] rarely occurred. The absence of standing water allowed more rapid moss growth that increased nutrient competition with sedge and hence adversely affected sedge productivity and growth in higher features. Although moss acquired some N from biological fixation (F12) (Grant et al., 2015), it also competed with sedge for soil mineral N, as has been observed in a wide range of ecosystems (Ayres et al., 2006). The greater dominance of moss modeled in higher features reduced ecosystem CO2 influxes (Figures 2b and 2c) and annual GPP (Table 4) because C and nutrient cycling were slowed by lower moss N content and hence CO2 fixation capacity, and by more recalcitrant moss litter and hence slower mineralization.

Differences in modeled productivity of sedge versus moss among landform features were consistent with observations at BEO by Wainwright et al. (2015) that sedges typically fill wet troughs and centers of LCPs, while mosses and lichens usually dominate drier rims of LCPs and centers of FCPs. Model results for sedge and moss productivity were also consistent with observations at BEO by Wainwright et al. (2015) that vegetation density was greater in LCPs than in other polygons. Greater sedge productivity in lower features caused greater NPP relative to growing season Rn, increasing NEP modeled in lower features from those in higher features (Table 4). These model results were consistent with observations that lower lying and hence wetter topographic positions tend to be CO2 sinks while more elevated and hence drier positions tend to be CO2 sources during growing seasons in arctic landscapes (Sjögersten et al., 2006).

Greater sedge productivity in lower features also caused increases in modeled CH4 emissions by transfer of aqueous CH4 from anaerobic soil (G7 and G12) to porous sedge roots that drove volatilization to gaseous
CH₄ in aerenchyma (D14b) and hence transfer through aerenchyma to the atmosphere (D16d), thereby avoiding methanotrophy in aerobic surface soil (G18). Consequently, CH₄ emissions increased with sedge growth as modeled in earlier studies (Grant, 2015) and observed in meta-analyses of arctic CH₄ emissions (Olefeldt et al., 2013). Model results were consistent with observations at BEO by Wainwright et al. (2015) that CH₄ emissions were significantly greater in LCPs than in FCPs for all polygon features, with no significant emissions in the centers or rims of FCPs.

4.8. Interannual Variation in GHG Exchange and Productivity Among Features Within Polygon Landforms

Weather data from 1981 to 2015 for Barrow AK derived by Xu and Yuan (2016) and recorded by Hinzman et al. (2016) indicated gradually rising MAT (0.1°C yr⁻¹, P < 0.001) and precipitation (1.9 mm yr⁻¹, P = 0.002) (Figure 6a). Productivity and GHG exchange modeled under historically average MAT and precipitation, represented by repeating 1987 weather, remained stable in all features of the LCP and FCP from 1985 to 2015, indicating that the model had achieved biological equilibrium under the site conditions at Barrow within the first 5 years of the model runs. Interannual variation in productivity and GHG exchange modeled from 1985 to 2015 (Figures 6b and 6c, 7b and 7c, and 8b and 8c) could therefore be attributed to that in the weather data for Barrow.

During this period, NPP modeled in LCP troughs and centers averaged 148 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹ with interannual variation of ±24 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹ (Figure 6b). NPP modeled in LCP rims averaged 99 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹ with a large interannual variation of ±67 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹. The large interannual variation in rim NPP was attributed mostly to that in moss NPP, which declined sharply with drying and rose sharply with wetting. Smaller NPP was modeled in LCP rims following winters during which snowfall was insufficient for snowpacks to accumulate after redistribution to adjacent troughs and centers (Grant et al., 2017). Greater NPP was modeled in LCP rims when water stress was avoided with soil wetting from greater precipitation and/or snowmelt (e.g., 2004 and 2008–2015) or following warmer years with greater ALD (e.g., 1990 and 1999) (Grant et al., 2017). A similar spatial pattern of interannual variation in NPP was modeled in the FCP, except that lower NPP was also modeled in the FCP centers (Figure 6c), which were particularly vulnerable to soil drying (Grant et al., 2017, Figure 3b). In both modeled landforms, sustained increases in precipitation and ALD from 2008 to 2015 (Grant et al., 2017) caused sustained increases in NPP of higher features. Increases in NPP were associated with increases in ALD in all land features (Table 6a).

Interannual variation in modeled NPP was greater than that in Rᵣᵣ, largely because Rᵣᵣ was less sensitive to soil drying in higher features than was NPP, so that interannual variation in NEP modeled from 1985 to 2015 followed that in NPP (Figures 7b and 7c). NEP modeled in lower features averaged 18 ± 22 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹, indicating a consistent C sink, while NEP modeled in higher features averaged 12 ± 49 g C m⁻² yr⁻¹, indicating a smaller C sink with larger interannual variation.

Interannual variation in CH₄ emissions modeled in lower features from 1985 to 2015 was associated with that in MAT and precipitation. Emissions rose during years with greater MAT (1989) and precipitation (2000 and 2004) and declined during years with lower MAT (1990, 1991, and 1999) and precipitation (1990, 1991, 1999, 2006, and 2007). About 30%–40% of these emissions were modeled between 15 September and 15 May so that annual emissions in the model would be greater than estimates of emissions derived from growing season measurements. Emissions modeled in higher features remained smaller than those in lower, consistent with smaller CH₄ fluxes measured and modeled in higher features during 2013 (Figures 2 and 3). Because MAT and precipitation affected ALD (Grant et al., 2017, Table 5), interannual variation in annual CH₄ emissions modeled from 1985 to 2015 was associated with that in ALD for most landform features (Table 6b).
4.9. Modeling Interannual Variation in GHG Exchange and Productivity

Spatially averaged annual NPP modeled in both the LCP and FCP from 1985 to 2015 was similar to values from 89 to 132 g C m\(^{-2}\) yr\(^{-1}\) estimated from repeated biomass harvests in different wet sedge tundras at Barrow by Miller et al. (1980). Increases in NPP modeled in lower features during years with greater ALD (1989, 1998, 2004, and 2012) were attributed to increases in sedge NPP sustained by increases in NH\(_4\) uptake (C23) with growth of deeper, porous roots (C20b) coupled with increases in NH\(_4\) mineralization (A26) in deeper and more persistent active layers. However, N uptake by shallow moss mycorrhizae varied little with ALD, as did N\(_2\) fixation in moss canopies (F12), and hence, interannual variation of moss NPP in lower features was less than that of sedge. Increases in NPP modeled in higher features during and following years with greater ALD (1990, 1998, 2004, and 2009–2015) were attributed to soil wetting from increased recharge with greater ALD (Grant et al., 2017). The consequent correlations of NPP with ALD both spatially (Table 4) and temporally (Table 6a) in the model was consistent with the findings of Daffon et al. (2017) at BEO that remotely sensed indices of plant productivity showed significant positive correlations with thaw depth.

Sharp declines in NPP were modeled in higher features during years when losses of water from evapotranspiration (Grant et al., 2017, Figure 4) and redistribution of snow and surface water to adjacent lower features (Grant et al., 2017, Figure 3) exceeded gains of water from precipitation and recharge. Smaller snowpacks during winters reduced or eliminated soil wetting of rims from snowmelt, causing water stress which delayed plant growth in spring. Consequent soil drying reduced modeled NPP by reducing soil water potential (\(\psi_s\)) and increasing soil hydraulic resistance, thereby forcing lower canopy water potential (\(\psi_c\)) in moss and sedge, and higher canopy stomatal resistance (\(r_c\)) in sedge, when equilibrating soil water uptake through roots or rhizoids with transpiration from canopies (B14). Lower \(\psi_c\) in both moss and sedge, and higher \(r_c\) in sedge, forced slower CO\(_2\) fixation with soil drying (Grant & Flanagan, 2007) (C4, C6, and C7), which reduced growth during the growing season and replenishment of plant non-structural C reserves during autumn. Several such years in succession caused depletion of these reserves, which slowed subsequent leafout and growth (e.g., 1991–1994 in Figure 6a). Drying effects on productivity were particularly strong in moss, which lacked stomatal control of transpiration, and had access only to near-surface water because of limited rhizoid depth (Dimitrov et al., 2011). Consequently, moss NPP modeled in higher features declined more with soil drying and increased more with soil wetting than did sedge NPP, contributing to the large interannual variability of NPP modeled in these features.

Declines in moss and sedge NPP and consequent increases in litterfall (C18) modeled during drier years in higher features caused surface litter accumulation that corresponded to observations of greater dead plant material on dry centers in polygonal landforms at BEO (Wainwright et al., 2015). The greater area of more productive lower features modeled in the LCP versus FCP caused aggregated NPP of the LCP to be greater than that of the FCP (Figure 6b versus Figure 6c), consistent
with observations of greater vegetation density in LCPs than in other landforms at BEO by Wainwright et al. (2015). However, sustained increases in NPP modeled in higher features with increases in precipitation from 2008 to 2015 indicated that greening of polygonal landforms with projected increases in precipitation during the next century (Bintanja & Selten, 2014) may be most apparent as greater moss density in higher features, particularly in FCPs and HCPs.

Annual CH$_4$ emissions modeled from 1985 to 2015 (Figure 8b) were in a range similar to one of 2.7 to 6.2 g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ estimated from 1999 to 2003 at Barrow from measurements by Harazono et al. (2006). Increases in CH$_4$ emissions modeled with increases in ALD and precipitation in lower, but not in higher, features from 1985 to 2012 (Table 6b and Figures 8b and 8c) were consistent with observations that seasonal CH$_4$ emissions increased with thaw depth and precipitation in lower, but not in upper, positions in other poorly drained ecosystems in permafrost zones (Iwata et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2017). However, increases in ALD modeled with warming and wetting of LCP centers after 1999, and of all higher features after 2008 (Grant et al., 2017, Figure 8), eventually caused increases in CH$_4$ emissions to be modeled in these features after 2012 (Figures 8b and 8c). These modeled increases indicate that projected rises in precipitation during the next century (Bintanja & Selten, 2014) may hasten increases in CH$_4$ emissions from centers of LCPs and from higher features of LCPs and FCPs in polygonal tundra.

In the model, these increases in CH$_4$ emissions with ALD were attributed to slightly warmer soil that hastened $R_h$ and below-ground $R_d$ and hence microbial and root O$_2$ demand (A16 and C14) and that reduced O$_2$ solubility and hence slowed O$_2$ supply (A14). Increased demand and reduced supply combined to reduce (O$_2$s) and thereby to hasten fermentation (G1) and methanogenesis (G7 and G12) in an anaerobic soil volume that increased with ALD. Increases in CH$_4$ emissions with ALD and precipitation were also attributed to more rapid early sedge growth that increased root density and hence CH$_4$ transport to the atmosphere through porous sedge roots (D16d). Each of these attributions was small in itself, but combined to generate large interannual variation characteristic of CH$_4$ emissions.

5. Summary

1. Topographic effects on CO$_2$ fluxes caused lower features to be net C sinks and higher features to be near C neutral.
2. Topographic effects on CH$_4$ fluxes caused lower features to be larger CH$_4$ sources and higher features to be smaller CH$_4$ sources.
3. Much of the spatial and temporal variations in CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ fluxes were attributed in the model to topographic effects of water and snow movement on $\theta$ and thereby on ALD and aqueous O$_2$ concentrations within the active layer.
4. Model results forced with meteorological data from 1981 to 2014 indicated gradually increasing ALD, with increasing NPP in higher features and CH$_4$ emissions in some lower and higher features since 2008, attributed mostly to recent rises in temperature and precipitation.
5. The large temporal variation in NEP and CH$_4$ emissions modeled and measured in different features of the LCP and FCP indicated that landform features and interannual variation in weather need to be represented in models used to project climate change effects on GHG exchange in polygonal tundra.
6. The modeled responses of NPP and CH$_4$ emissions to precipitation indicate that increases in precipitation projected during the next century may cause substantial increases of NPP in higher features and of CH$_4$ emissions in some lower and higher features.
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Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>ALD</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) NPP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCP</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troughs</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centers</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rims</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) CH$_4$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCP</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troughs</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centers</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rims</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>ALD</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) NPP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCP</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troughs</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centers</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rims</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) CH$_4$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCP</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>not significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troughs</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centers</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rims</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>